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Take Fire Precautions At Home
During the last year, several TAHLVHC employees have lost their
homes to devastating fire.
Now, in observance of National
Burn Awareness Week, the Burn Foundation and the Burn Center, LVHC
site, wish to share the following message: "You can take precautions at
home to avoid injury, death and
loss of possessions due to fire."
Of the more than 6,200 people in
this country who perished in fires in
1988,5,065, or 80 percent died in residential fires, according to a report
recently published by the National
Fire Protection Association. Residential properties include one- and twofamily dwellings, apartments, hotels,
mo els and mobile homes.
These startling statistics reflect an
8.7 percent increase over the previous year. Children under 5 and
adults over 65 are the largest groups
who suffer fire fatalities, authorities
cite.
However, you can take several precautions to prevent a fire from reducing your home to ashes.
Use smoke detectors. People who
live in residences without these
alarms are twice as likely to perish in
a house fire as those who have operating devices.
Early detection of a house fire is
important because:
• Fires often start during the early
morning hours when people are
sleeping.

• Fires frequently burn for a long
time before being discovered.
• More people die in fires from
smoke inhalation and carbon monoxide poisoning than from burns.
If you don't have a smoke detector,
get one. If you do own one, be sure to
maintain it or replace it if it is not
working.
Although nearly 75 percent of
American homes are equipped with
at least one smoke detector, authorities believe that one-third to one-half
are not maintained or are disabled to
limit nuisance alarms.
Here are a few tips on using smoke
detectors:
• Install a smoke detector on each
level of your home, especially on

(Continued on Page 2)

A Special Invitation
Information Services of HealthEast cordially invites TAH-LVHC and
HealthEast employees to attend an open house of the Data Center, 2024
Lehigh St., Allentown, from 4 to 6p.m. Thursday, Feb. 15.
During the continuous tours employef!~ can meermjormation Services
staff members and see the mainframe computers, which support the operation of the hospital and other HealthEast components.
Continuous shuttle service will transport employees from TAH and
LVHC sites to the center, which is near the Queen City Airport in south
Allentown. Employees are encouraged to ride the Tunnel because parking at the Data Center is limited. Tours are expected to take between 15
minutes and a half hour and light refreshments will be served. No reservations are required. For more information, contact Information Services at 778-1400.
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the hallway ceiling near the sleeping area.
• Choose only detectors that are
tested and rated by Underwriters
Laboratories (UL). If you purchase
an AC-powered unit, choose one
with battery back-up to ensure protection in the event of a power failure.
• Do not disable a smoke detector
when it alarms because of cooking
or fireplace smoke.
• Test all smoke detectors at least
once a month. Replace weak batteries immediately with new and
tested batteries. Replace batteries
at least once a year. Vacuum the
grillwork regularly.
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Educational
Happenings
Saturday, Feb. 10
LVHC-"Dermatology: New Therapies and Concepts"; 8:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.; auditorium. The program discusses the current and future roles of
photopheresis and the retinoids in
dermatology and other fields of medicine. Employees will not be charged,
but they must supply their own lunch.
Registration is required; call Human
Resource Development, ext. 8322.
VVednesday, Feb. 14
TAU-Stroke Team; 9 to 10 a.m.; cafeteria conference room.
Thursday, Feb. 15
TAU-"Stress and Burnout: Care for
the Caretaker"; 1:15 to 3:15 p.m.;
School of Nursing auditorium. Find
out how to make stress work for you.
Registration is required; call Human
Resource Development, ext. 2430.
Monday, Feb. 19
LVHC - Employee orientation; 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.; auditorium.
VVednesday, Feb. 21
TAU -Stroke Team; 9 to 10 a.m.;cafeteria conference room.
TAU-Tour, 1 to 2 p.m.; lobby.
L

C- Tour; 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.; lobby.

TAU -CPR Recertification; 24 hours
beginning at 10 a.m. and continuing
through 10 a.m. Feb. 22; Pediatrics
classroom, fifth floor.

CheckUp is a biweekly publication of the Communications
Department of Health East.To submit an article or for additional
information, call ext. 7915.
Our mission is your health.
UealthEast,
a not-for-profit
regional health care system,
is more than 8,000 professionals, employees and volunteers
working to provide you with
quality,
comprehensive
health services.
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Programs Held This Month
Special Topics in Infectious Disease 1990, will be the focus of a symposium sponsored by TAH-LVHC in
conjunction with The Dorothy Rider
Pool Health Care Trust, as part of its
Regional Symposium Series. This
morning-long program will be held
Saturday, Feb. 24 in LVHCsite auditorium.
Luther Rhodes III, M.D., chief of
infectious diseases and hospital epidemiologist, will open the symposium.
There is no charge for employees and
the registration deadline is Feb. 21.
For more information and to register,
call Human Resource Development at
ext. 8320.
The Pediatrics Department will present Preventing Drug Use: UowVVe
Introduce Our Children to Drugs
from 7 to 8 p.m., Wednesday, Feb. 21
in TAH site auditorium. During this
free lecture, John P. Hentosh, M.D.,
hospital pediatrician, will explain
how to introduce children to drugs
and what can be done to discourage

Fire

(Continued from Page 1)

Make sure you would know how to
escape from your house if it were
burning.
Plan and practice a home escape
route in the event your smoke detector alerts you to a fire, using the following guidelines:
• Know two ways out of every room.
• If you live in a multi-story apartment building, map out as many
routes as possible to the exit stairways on your floor of the building.
• If one of your escape routes is a
second- or third-story window, consider investing in a safety ladder.
• If you live in a high-rise building,
plan to use stairways to escape a
fire. NEVERUSEELEVATORS.
Elevators may become trapped between
floors or take you directly to the
fire.
• If you sleep with your bedroom
doors closed at night (a closed
door will help slow the spread of
deadly fire, smoke or heat), be sure
you can hear the smoke detector.
Otherwise, install a smoke detector in each bedroom.
• The smoke detector will sound the
alarm to wake you and your family.
You may also want to develop a special signal that family members will
understand to mean "danger." Use

them from drug use. Free parking is
available and light refreshments will
be served. For more information or to
register, call WomanCare at ext.
3800.

The VVeightManagement Center
of Lehigh Valley will offer employees and their families a 10 percent discount on the cost of weight loss programs it is offering this month.
The center will hold orientation for
Lifesteps, a comprehensive weightloss program stressing diet, physical
activity and behavior modification
techniques for weight loss for life.
The orientation will be held at 7 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 12 at the center.
Also Feb. 12, the center will begin a
new class of its ShapeDown
program at 6 p.m. ShapeDown, the
nation's leading weight-loss program
for children and teenagers and their
parents, is a lO-week nutrition, behavior modification and exercise program. Call 433-2201 to register.
this signal only in emergencies.
• When you hear the alarm, roll out
of bed onto the floor. Get down on
your hands and knees, crawl to
your door and touch it with your
hand. If the door feels cool, brace it
with your body and open it just a
crack to check for smoke. If there
is none, leave by your planned
escape route. If smoke or flames
are present, you will have to leave
by a secondary exit, such as a window, roof, exit ladder. Remember
to keep low. Don't stop for clothes,
papers or valuables, and keep your
head down to avoid the smoke.
CRAWLUNDERTHE SMOKE!
• Don't forget your plans after you
escape the burning building.
• Meet at a prearranged place for a
head count.
• Never go back into a burning building.
• Make sure guests as well as your
family know the sound of your
smoke detector's alarm and are
familiar with your plan of escape.
• Review your escape plan with your
family. Make sure everyone knows
the
local
emergency
phone
number.
Remember, a little preparation on
your part can reduce your chances of
falling victim to the destruction of a
house fire.

"Secure-ity Blanket"
NoW'Covers Maternity Unit
guard stationed in the 3T lobby.
What new blanket is big enough to
Fathers will be given their own form
cover every baby and mom in Materof patient wristband; other adults,
nity, yet doesn't contain even one
badges. Special "I'm the Big Brother/
inch of cloth? The answer is
Sister" stickers are being designed for
"Secure-ity Blanket," a new visitation
siblings.
policy being enforced in TAH site's
Signs will be strategically posiMaternity, Labor and Delivery, and
tioned in the main lobby and EmerNursery areas.
gency Room, as well as on 3T itself.
The policy, enacted "for Baby's Best
Entrances and exits will be limited
and Mother's Rest," was named in a
and monitored.
contest conducted among 3T staff.
"The policy applies equally to visitThe name and distinctive stork logo
ors and TAH-LVHC staff," says Direcwere combined by HealthEast Comtor of Security Jerry Kresge.
munications from the entries of
Michele K. Bernecker, R.N., NICU,
"This new policy also means that a
few staff who have been using materLouise Schneider, R.N., Maternalnity as a short cut
Child Float Pool,
to Central Processand
the
staff
ing and Distribunurses of Labor
tion will have to
and Delivery, daytake a longer
shift. Carol Jenkins, R.N., Labor
route,"
says
Kresge. "However,
and
Delivery,
it is more imporwrote the tag line,
tant to keep trafwhich explains the
fic within Materpurpose of the
nity
to
a
new policy. Subminimum."
scriptions to anursKresge
adds
ing journal will be
that TAH-LVHC's
given as prizes to
first priority is
the three successpatient
safety,
ful entrants.
which is in accord'We
decided
ance with hospital
that putting
a
For Baby's best
policy
and regulaname on the poland Mother's rest.
tions of the Joint
icy would make it
Commission on
more memorable,
Accreditations of
as well as put an
Hospitals Organization.
upbeat face on a very serious matter,"
"We are fortunate to have never
says Candace Rakow, R.N., Nursing
had an incident involving infant secuAdministration. "Because the entire
rity," says LaDene Gross, R.N., direcstaff must learn and follow the new
tor of Labor and Delivery and the 3T
policy, too, we thought this would be
Nursery. "The more control we can
a good way to spread the word
maintain over comings and goings,
throughout TAH-LVHC."
the better it will be for our patients
The new Maternity policy restricts
and our own staffs peace of mind."
access to 3T and Nurseries at TAH
Prospective
parents
will
be
site. Fathers will have the most liberal
informed
of
the
policy
at
childbirth
visiting privileges, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
education classes. Also, Obstetrics
Grandparents and siblings will be
and Gynecology and Pediatric attendallowed to visit 1 to 8 p.m. Other
ing physicians will be sent copies of a
adults will be permitted to visit 2 to 4
brochure outlining the policy for disp.m. and 7 to 8 p.m. Only two visitors
tribution to their patients.
in addition to the father will be
The policy will be introduced gradallowed to visit at anyone time.
ually over the next few weeks. By
All visitors must visibly wear identiMarch 1, "Secure-ity Blanket" will be
fication, which will be given out by a
fully in effect.

Nurses Speak At
World Conference
Education is a crucial component
of the HealthEast mission. Sometimes,
however,
those
efforts
extend
beyond the Lehigh Valley.
In fact, the educational mission led
two TAH-LVHC nurses, intent on
sharing their knowledge, to Stockholm, Sweden, where they had an
audience of medical professionals
from throughout the world.
Rose Haas, director of Employee
Health Services, and MaryEllen Beideman, then the director of Infection
Control, gave poster presentations in
August at the International Conference on Blood-Borne Infections
in the Workplace. Their presentations were titled "Protecting the Hospital Worker from Blood and Body
Exposure Through Education, Prevention and Immunization" and "The Positive Impact of an Anti-Stick Campaign in a Teaching Hospital."
Presenting to a group of about 350
professionals, Haas and Beideman discussed TAH-LVHC's policies and programs regarding blood and body exposures. Over the years, Beideman and
Haas, who have been employed at the
hospital since 1974, have developed a
comprehensive program established
to protect and educate employees
and their families regarding the potential risks and how they can best protect themselves.
These procedures, which deal with
diseases including the potentially
deadly Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS) and Hepatitis B,are
based on regulations enacted by
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration and the National Center for Disease Control. Following
their presentations, Haas and Beideman received requests from numerous countries for information.
Beideman credited the interest in
their presentations on the fact that
they were very practical. Among the
topics they discussed was the hospital's anti-stick campaign conducted in
the fall of 1988. Documentation
showed that TAH-LVHC reduced the
number of incidents by 96 during the
nine-month period and following the
campaign.
"Each exposure to an employee
costs about $200 to follow so that re(Continued on Page 5)
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Perfusionists Keep The Beat

David Palanzo (sitting) and Patricia Gustafson, certified clinical perfusionists, operate a heart-lung machine during an operation.
"Are perfusionists those orchestra
musicians who play the kettle drum
and the triangle?"
No, not exactly.
I is safe to say most people have
never heard of perfusionists and
many who have, do not have a complete understanding of what a perfusionist does.
Webster defines perfusion simply
as the "pumping of a fluid through an
organ or tissue." That definition is easily translatable into something we all
understand-saving lives.
Several people walking around
today owe their lives to the efforts of
the perfusionists.
Norman Manley,director of the Perfusion department and a certified clinical perfusionist, recalls two harrowing incidents.
"Anolder gentleman had been hunting with his grandson," Manley says.
"There was an accident and the man
suffered a shotgun wound. He was
brought to LVHC site and we were
observing him. Awake and aware, he
was talking to us, not seeming to be in
any great distress. Right in the middle
4

of a sentence his heart stopped. His
chest was opened up and we started
rapid infusion immediately. Had we
not been standing by his bedside, he
undoubtedly would have died."
Manley recounts another incident.
"An old man had attempted suicide by
putting a lO-inch butcher knife into
his own back. The knife was still protruding from his back when he was
brought to us. He was bleeding at the
time, but not too profusely. We anticipated that he would suffer liberal
blood loss when the knife was
removed.
"We were right," Manley continues.
"Blood loss was massive. We performed rapid infusion and he lived."
Perfusionists operating the rapid
infusion device were able to control
the victims' blood loss, which is one
of the most dramatic aspects of their
jobs. Trauma victims have been
known to lose blood at the rate of two
liters a minute. Considering most people have only five liters of blood, it
would take only a few minutes to lose
one's entire blood volume.
During rapid blood loss, perfusion-

ists determine how fast blood must
be replaced. Arterial blood pressure
and visual observation are two main
parameters perfusionists use to make
these decisions.
TAH-LVHC is fortunate to have
seven certified clinical perfusionists.
In addition to Manley, they are Ralph
Montesano, assistant director, Michael Quinn, Barbara Elmore,
Patty Gustafson, David Palanzo
and Debra Zarro. The staff is augmented by cardiac assist technicians
Sharon Dries, Carl Andreas and
Karen Steixner.
The technical function of the perfusionists is to operate the heart-lung
machine during surgery. The cardiac
assist technicians operate and maintain the intra-aortic balloon pumps.
These specialized professions fall
under the category of "extracorporeal" or "outside the living body" technology.
The field of extracorporeal technology is a revolutionary one, born as a
result of the marriage between medical progress and computer advancements. As a result of this union, lives
are saved today that would have been
lost 25 years ago.
For example, perfusionists have
revived several victims of hypothermia who were near death when they
arrived in the Emergency Room. Manley describes one such victim as having been "frozen." The perfusionists
were able to warm the patients' blood
to normal body temperature and in
this manner prevented death or permanent brain damage.
In performing these miracles the
Perfusion staff uses advanced technology. TAH-LVHC has four different
types of heart-lung machines. They
are the centrifugal pump, roller
pumps, a computer-operated perfusion system and a heart-assist device.
During surgery a member of the
Perfusion team operates and monitors one of the instruments, which
assumes the job normally performed
by the patient's heart and lungs. Thus
the patient's body can undergo the
repairs it needs.
The intra-aortic balloon pump is a

Conference

HeartBeat
device inserted into the thoracic
aorta. It is inflated and deflated at precise intervals and provides cardiovascular assistance to patients, who usually are awaiting open-heart surgery.
In addition, the perfusionists perform many ancillary tasks. They are
on call seven days a week for trauma
cases as well as all types of surgery.
Perfusionists are in charge of "autotransfusion" at LVHC site. In this
procedure perfusionists process the
patient's own blood so it can be
re-transfused, thereby eliminating
the need for an outside donor and saving time-often the trauma victim's
most precious commodity.
During pacemaker insertions perfusionists help surgeons find the best
location for the device. Then, using a
threshold analyzer, they determine
the right voltage for a particular
patient's heart to receive. Perfusionists also regulate the amount and rate
at which patients receive certain medication.

Manley said perfusionists constantly find themselves in stressful situations, many involving a patient's
life and death. It is this stress that
makes perfusion demanding but also
rewarding. Trained personnel are
always needed as the number of job
opportunities outstrip the availability
of qualified professionals.
Because these professionals are
masters of a young and ever-changing
technology, increasing numbers of
patients will walk out of the hospital
and back into lives that might have
slipped away.
So, the next time you hear the big
bass drum, think of your local perfusionists and thank them for the beatsheartbeats-they
have provided.
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Cardiac assist technicians Carl Andreas (left) and Sharon Dries operate an
intra-aortic balloon pump at a patient's bedside.

(Continued from Page 3)
duction resulted in a nearly $20,000
savings," Beideman said.
Haas and Beideman felt they gained
new facts regarding blood and body
fluid exposure, and the conference
reinforced their previous knowledge
base. Haas added that the United
States is much more advanced than
other nations and has a lot of regulations and resources to provide protective materials.
"You realized all the benefits you
have at TAH-LVHC," Haas said. "Most
of the European countries don't even
offer their employees the Hepatitis B
vaccine unless they've had a documented exposure. "There's no preventive programs in place in Sweden."
Since the Hepatitis B vaccine first
became available, TAH-LVHC has
offered it to employees for the cost of
$25. The vaccine is dispensed in a
series of three shots given at zero,
one and six months. The hospital pays
the vast majority ofthe cost. Haas estimates the hospital has given the vaccine to about 4,000 people, including
employees, community service emergency personnel and dental professionals. Employees learn of the vaccine
program
and
in-services
throughout their employment.
In addition to Haas and Beideman,
other American speakers included
doctors from San Francisco Hospital,
who presented information on protective attire and barrier equipment used
when treating patients in that city.
On the other end of the spectrum,
some countries are very primitive in
their approaches in dealing with
AIDS.She cited the example of a doctor who spoke following a presentation by an American on the importance of changing gloves after each
patient. The doctor, an African, said in
her country they were lucky if they
could change gloves once a week due
to a shortage.
Following the conference Beideman and Haas were invited to tour a
hospital and school of nursing in
Stockholm. "There again we realized
how lucky we are," Haas said. Beideman added that the patients' rooms
were very neat and clean but lacked the
technology common at TAH-LVHC.
As a result of the experience, they
organized a highly successful conference in November titled "Caring for
Yourself While Caring for Patients
with AIDS." Attended by 125 local
health care professionals, the conference focused on prevention, education and treatment of blood-borne diseases.
5
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Associates Provide Communications Link
TAH-LVHC Board of Associates-a
community advisory group, which is
unique in the area-has expanded its
duties to include LVHCsite.
During its last quarterly meeting,
held in December, a joint Board of
Associates was created. Established in
1982, the board has served as a communications bridge between The
Allentown Hospital and the community. Now that role will be expanded
to include LVHCsite.
"I think the change in the structure
was the logical thing to do," says Board
of Associates President Lynald E. Silsbee, Ph.D., head master of The Swain
School, Allentown. "You can't serve
The Allentown Hospital site well without considering the total picture. I
think the possibilities of what we can
accomplish now are substantial."
The associates' mission will remain
the same. The board's three main
goals will continue to be:
• To improve the dialogue and interaction between the hospital and
community.
• To assist the public achieve a
broader understanding and appreciation of the hospital.
• To assist in mobilizing local residents on behalf of the hospital.
Susan Hoffman, director of corporate and foundation relations for the
HealthEast Trust Fund, says TAHLVHCis fortunate to have the support
of the Board of Associates, the only
~spital community advisory group
in the Lehigh Valley. Hoffman works
with the Board of Associates.

"I think all hospitals would be well
served by a group like this, particularlywith the issues involving the public and health care," Hoffman says.
"The hospital needs an active community group that can serve as a
resource of information."
Consisting of about 190 recognized
business, professional and community leaders, the associates, who are
also health care consumers, constantly provide hospital officials with
information about the community's
concerns.
"The common thread of the associates is they have an interest in the
hospital and an interest in seeing it
grow and improve," Hoffman says.
The board is led by its Executive
Committee. In addition to Silsbee, the
committee is composed of Neal Shoemaker, vice president; Richard A.
Strouce, vice president; Ellen R.
Weller, secretary-treasurer; Robert C.
Wood, immediate past president; and
Frank Cella, Katrina H. King and
David A. Peifly, members at large.
"Serving on the Board of Associates
is a very fulfilling experience," Wood
says. "I always leave the meeting feeling good. It's one way I can help preserve the hospital and its excellent
services for future generations."
The board's quarterly meetings provide a forum for the associates to
express their praises and concerns
about the hospital and all other components of the HealthEast system.
Associates may also bring guests, who
may share experiences and ask ques-

Robert C. Wood, (left), immediate past president of the Board of Associates,
and Lynald E. Silsbee, Ph.D., current president, visit Pediatrics at TAR site.
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tions, as well.
This interaction allows officials to
address public feedback in a timely
fashion.
TAH-LVHC
President
Samuel R.Huston speaks at each meeting and HealthEast President David P.
Buchmueller is a frequent guest. They
and other hospital employees inform
the associates of the issues facing the
health care system. The associates
then communicate that information
to their colleagues, co-workers, families and friends.
"People sometimes have some
really hard questions for the hospital
officials," Dr. Silsbee says.
For example, the Board of Associates alerted Huston of a false rumor
that TAHsite would be closed. At the
following associates' meeting, Huston addressed the issue, telling the
group that the hospital would remain
open for at least 20 years. He quickly
laid all rumors to rest, Dr. Silsbee
says.
In addition to communicating information obtained at their meetings,
the associates also sponsor various
hospital activities. Among these is the
Speakers' Bureau, which has been
very successful, Dr. Silsbee says.
Since its establishment in 1988,
speakers have made 78 appearances
reaching a combined audience of
3,368 people. Popular topics are cholesterol, AIDS, nutrition and heart
issues.
Dr. Silsbee, sees the expansion of
the Board of Associates as an opportunity for the organization to play an
even more active role on behalf of the
hospital.
Hoffman agrees, adding, "A strong
foundation was laid by the past leadership and now as we move into the
1990s it's time to expand the associates' responsibilities and look for
new ways for them to serve.
"We have an active group of people
who sincerely want to do something
to benefit the community and the hospital," Hoffman says. "It's up to us to
identify that role and put those energies to good use."
Dr. Silsbee is optimistic of what the
future holds for the board and TAHLVHC.
"I see the hospital services in this
community continuing to improve,"
Dr. Silsbee says. "I think it's outstanding. I'm pleased to be a part of it. The
Lehigh Valley has exceptional health
care and I think it can only get better
as long as people in the community
continue to be involved. We are very
fortunate."

Guide Catalogs Cancer Services
Imagine learning that a loved one
has been diagnosed as having cancer.
A myriad of thoughts bombard your
mind. How will my family cope emotionally with the illness? How will she
get to her doctor's appointment when
she's under medication and can't
drive? How will we make ends meet if
he can no longer work?
What you might not realize, however, is many services exist to address
these and other concerns. In fact, the
Comprehensive Community Cancer
Center (CCCC) has developed a directory of these services in the 17 counties of northeastern Pennsylvania and
is distributing it free of charge to
anyone who requests one.
SandySmith, oncology nurse administrator, said the Patient Education
Department has placed the guides on
patient education carts for distribution at TAH and LVHC sites. She
encourages staff members to distribute the guides to their patients.
The
two-volume
set,
titled
"Helping People Cope: A Guide For
Families Facing Cancer," provides
adult cancer patients and their families with information to help them
understand the illness, treatments
and health care services available to
them.
Developed by CCCC, the directory
slips into a pocket in the back of a
book consisting of general information about cancer and the services
available to address the illness. The
larger book of the two-volume set
was developed by the Pennsylvania
Department of Health.
"The goal of the project was to get
the guide into the hands of cancer
patients within three months of their
diagnosis," Smith says.
The CCCC-produced book catalogs
services available throughout the
region. Entries list addresses, service
areas, telephone numbers, fees and
the names of contact persons. Among
the categories are transportation,
money matters, rehabilitation and
employment, and support groups.
In addition, the book lists the tollfree telephone numbers of some
unusual resources, such as the Corporate Angels, which provides free seats
on corporate jets to cancer patients
traveling for treatment.

"I think the directory's most
unique feature, which doesn't exist in
a lot of other guides, is the section on
childhood cancer;' Smith says. "It
deals with issues that not only affect
children who have cancer, but also
the sons and daughters of adult
cancer patients."
The catalog is also an excellent
resource for anyone who provides
counseling to people with cancer and
other problems. Among those using
the book are social service professionals and clergymen.
Beside services specifically geared
to cancer patients, the guide lists

things such as dietary and nutritional
services, drug and alcohol counseling, medical equipment vendors and
local Salvation Army chapters.
Smith encourages all employees to
obtain guides for their friends and relatives or as a reference manual for
their churches, service organizations
or other groups to which they may
belong.
To obtain single or multiple copies
of the cancer guide or for more information, please contact CCCC at ext.
2582.

CCCC Project Nears Completion
The Comprehensive Community
Cancer Center (CCCC) is in the final
stages of completing a massive project to supply patients and their families with a guide to cancer services.
CCCC was one of only four hospitalbased programs in the state selected
to receive a state grant to develop
localized directories of providers of
services for people with cancer.
SandySmith, co-director of the project and Oncology nurse administrator, said other grant recipients were
the University of Pennsylvania Hospital in Philadelphia, the Pittsburgh
Cancer Institute and Hershey Medical
Center in Dauphin County. The Pennsylvania Department
of Health,
Cancer Control Section, awarded the
grants Sept. 1, 1988 and the contract
extends through Aug. 31.
The grant charged CCCC with
developing the guide and distributing
30,000 copies throughout the 17
counties of northeastern Pennsylvania. In addition, CCCC has been providing health care professionals with
seminars on how to use the guide.
Both the state- and the CCCCproduced publications are titled
"Helping People Cope: A Guide for
Families Facing Patients." CCCC staff
members helped edit the state guide
and made suggestions on what it
should contain.
The guide was an outgrowth of a
state research project to identify
areas in which cancer services were
lacking. As part of the study, 629 peo-

ple with cancer and 397 nonprofessional support people involved in
their care were interviewed. The
study determined that the most frequently mentioned unmet need was
help in dealing with emotional problems. Other needs included transportation and financial concerns.
In developing the list, CCCC gave
no preference to TAH-LVHC services, however, a number are listed.
These include Make Today Count Support Group, Home Care of the Lehigh
Valley and Brain Tumor Support
Group. Also listed is Alcoholics Anonymous, which meets at the hospital.
Besides Smith, others who worked
on the guide included social worker
Sheila Berg, who conducted most of
the research. Also involved with the
project were project co-director Jean
Wagner, a social worker, and nurse
Eileen Bannon.
Compiling the data took six
months, Smith said. Berg and Bannon
used such techniques as going
through telephone books, obtaining
lists from local United Ways of the
agencies they fund and reviewing
directories of organizations of nursing homes, hospices and home care
providers.
Since the book was published no
group or agency has contacted CCCC
that they were mistakenly omitted.
The book contains a response card
and so far only positive evaluations
have been received.
(Continued on Page 8)
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Attendance Policy Spells Out Rules
A Personnel policy, which TAHLVHC and HealthEast implemented
Dec. 1, spells out the position on
employee absenteeism and tardiness.
According to Sue Reinke, director of
Personnel, the policy was developed
to ensure fair and consistent treatment of all employees, including salaried, hourly, full-time, part-time, occasional,
temporary
and
pool
personnel.
The merged policy, which replaces
separate
guidelines
previously
employed at each site, defines "absence" and "tardiness," specifies
acceptable limits of each within a
12-month period, and recommends
disciplinary action for employees
who exceed these limits.
"Managers wanted a (merged) policy with numbers that they could
refer to," noted Reinke, who added
that the original TAH site plan contained numerical limits for absence,
but LVHCsite's did not.
"The idea was to develop a uniform
policy to be used as a tool by department heads and employees so they
know the rules," said Reinke.
According to the policy, supervisors are responsible for monitoring
their employees' attendance. Each
year when conducting a performance
evaluation, the supervisor should document the number of times an
efuployee is absent or tardy during
the previous year.

The supervisor will also decide in
which cases an employee may be
exempt from the policy.
The policy defines "absence" as failure to be at work, when scheduled,
for any reason.
According to the policy, if an
employee's attendance record indicates excessive occurrences of absenteeism in a 12-month period, disciplinary measures will be taken.
An occurrence is defined as a
period of absence, for whatever reason, from scheduled work. One occurrence can be as short as a few hours
or as long as days or weeks of convalescence from illness or surgery.
The policy states the following:
1. Four occurrences will result in a
counseling session, either verbal or
written, from the supervisor or
department head.
2. Five occurrences will bring a
written warning from the supervisor
or department head.
3. Seven occurrences will result in
a final written warning or suspension
by the supervisor with concurrence
from the appropriate vice president
and from Human Resources.
4. Nine occurrences will lead to discharge by the supervisor, with
approval of the appropriate vice president
and review
by Human
Resources.
The policy gives the following
example to illustrate tardiness:

Guide

Cholesterol Screening Offered

(Continued from Page 7)

In addition to developing and distributing the book, CCCChas also provided 12 seminars throughout the
region and plans to hold about eight
more. Already, about 350 professionals have attended the three-day
course. The class content includes
ways to reduce stress among professional care givers and to help families
adapt to the disease and deal with
relapse and death. During the seminar, participants are given case studies and asked to use the guide, and see
film clips from movies like "Terms of
Endearment."
If anyone would like more information about the course or guides for
themselves, friends, their service and
civic groups, please contact CCCC at
ext. 2582.
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"(An) employee is scheduled to
start work at 7 a.m. Employee arrives
at 7:08 a.m., goes to locker, puts away
personals, uses the rest room, and
reports to work station at 7:20 a.m.;
the employee is 20 minutes tardy."
The policy states the employee is
required to contact his or her supervisor if he or she will be unavoidably
late. When an employee is tardy, the
amount of pay equal to the tardy
period will be subtracted from his
pay check.
Regarding
tardiness
of
an
employee who is late within 12
months without prior notification,
the policy says:
1. The first time the employee will
receive counseling by the supervisor
or department head.
2. The second time the employee
will receive a written warning from
the supervisor or department head.
3. The third time the employee will
receive a final written warning or suspension by the supervisor with agreement of the appropriate vice president and Human Resources.
4. The fourth time the employee
will be discharged by the supervisor
with approval by the appropriate vice
president and review by Human
Resources.
Employees who have questions
about the new attendance policy
should see their department head for
more information.

CountDown Lehigh Valley,a program ofTAH-LVHC Division of Community
Health, will conduct cholesterol screenings in February.
The first set of screenings will be held from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 10 and 11 at the Conditioning Club, Parkway Shopping Center, Allentown.
The second screening will be held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Thursday and Friday,
Feb. 15 and 16 at South Mall,Allentown. A $6 donation will be requested and no
fasting is necessary. For more information, please contact Denise Holub, cholesterol educator.

Employees Appreciate Co-Workers' Concern
TAH-LVHC employees Joseph and Janet Peck and their daughter janlne
thank everyone for their kindness and consideration during the loss of
their son, Jason Ryan.
Janet works on 7B, LVHCsite, and Joseph works in the Operating Room,
LVHCsite.

